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With the mobile terminal now an essential tool in everyday
life and business, there is increasing demand to expand
usage scenarios and provide more convenient and pleasant
functions. In response to this need, NTT DOCOMO has
developed an enhanced browser, an enhanced battery level
indicator, a terminal-settings one-step backup function, individual charging function for i-appli content, and a hybrid
speech recognition function for its 2009 summer models.
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been enhanced in the form of an

owned and used by an individual, the

“enhanced battery level indicator” that

existing “speech recognition function”

The mobile terminal has become an

displays remaining battery power in a

has been expanded into a “hybrid

essential tool in everyday life and busi-

more precise manner and a “terminal-

speech recognition function” that can

ness. As a mobile communications

settings one-step backup function” that

support personal names and proper

operator, NTT DOCOMO recognizes

eliminates worries when upgrading to a

nouns specific to individual users there-

that more convenient and pleasant func-

new terminal. Plus, by taking advantage

by enhancing the input interface for

tions need to be provided and that

of the fact that a mobile terminal is

composing e-mail.

1. Introduction

mobile-terminal usage scenarios need
to be expanded by adding services that
are more advanced and functional than
those of previous models. Against this
background, an “inline movie display
function” for movie playback has
been achieved within the i-mode
browser as a browser enhancement
for NTT DOCOMO’s 2009 summer
models (Photo 1).
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P-07A

F-09A

Photo 1 2009 summer models

User-support functions have also
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In addition to enhancing functions

formed when downloading content by

This article described these five

for individual users, it is also important

the i-mode browser, but the newly

new functions that have been imple-

to expand mobile-terminal usage sce-

developed “individual charging func-

mented in 2009 summer models divid-

narios so as to expand business oppor-

tion for i-appli content” makes it possi-

ed into four conceptual series (STYLE,

tunities for Content Providers (CPs).

ble to charge for individual content

PRIME, SMART and PRO).

Traditionally, charging for individual

even when downloading it from an

pieces of content could only be per-

i-appli.

1. Enhanced Browser
1.1 Background

results of executing dynamic con-

has been made that deems horizon-

In 1999, mobile terminals were

tent to be saved as an image. The

tal scrolling unnecessary from the

equipped with an i-mode browser

existing screen memo function

viewpoint of preserving i-mode

function that enabled users to view

allows content itself to be saved

browser operability. In this adjust-

content created for mobile terminals,

but not the results of executing

ment, content in its entirety can be

and in 2005, they were equipped with

dynamic content. This function

viewed by simply scrolling up or

the i-mode full browser that enables

makes it possible to review those

down. This adjusted content layout

users to view content created for PCs.

execution results the next time the

is shown in Figure 1.

The 2009 summer models feature sig-

browser is used without having to

nificant improvements to the i-mode

perform any data communications

browser function that enables rich con-

or content operations.

provision of inline movie display on the

Support of full browser functions

i-mode browser. Specifically, they

tent approximating PC content to be

•

viewed even with the i-mode browser.
1.2 Enhancement of the i-mode
Browser

These functions have enabled the

Elements that can be used with

enable Flash Video to be laid out within

HTML tags have been added, sup-

a page and for a movie to be played

port for Cascading Style Sheets

back while text information described

*1

®*2

(CSS) and Flash

Video has been

in HTML is displayed.

The following functional improve-

provided, and viewing of rich con-

ments were made to the i-mode browser:

tent optimized for mobile terminals

•

and on par with PC-oriented content

i-mode Browser and Full

has been enabled.

Browser

Enlargement of content size
Content size has been expanded

Function promoting i-mode-brows-

Users can now move seamlessly

users to view rich and information-

er operability (suppression of hori-

between PC-oriented content and

heavy content that was difficult to

zontal scroll)

mobile-terminal-oriented content. In

from 100 kB to 500 kB enabling

view in the past.
•

1.3 Enhanced Linkage between

Screen capture function
This function enables the

•

Although the i-mode browser is

particular, the use of the i-mode brows-

now approaching the full browser in

er and full browser has been made more

functionality, a layout adjustment

convenient by allowing for seamless

*1 CSS: Specifications for describing how a Web
page should be displayed.
®
*2 Flash :A trademark or registered trademark of
Adobe Systems Inc. in the United States and
other countries.
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switching between them. This can be

Adjust-to-width layout

useful when a search performed on the
full browser returns i-mode-oriented
content as a search result, or when

(1)

searching on the full browser is once

(2)

again desired after i-mode-oriented

(3)

content has been displayed.
•

(4)

Support of ib attribute for switching
from full browser to i-mode brows-

(5)

(4)

er
Although the ifb attribute for
switching from the i-mode browser

All content can be
viewed by simply
scrolling up or down

(6)

(5)

to the full browser has been sup-

(7)

ported in the past, the 2009 summer
models also support a function for
switching from the full browser to
the i-mode browser by selecting a
Figure 1 Content layout adjustment

link to which the ib attribute has
been affixed. An example of
describing the ib attribute is shown
in Figure 2.
•

Description for switching from full browser to i-mode browser
and opening http://yyy/yyy.htm

Support of cache saving when
switching between the i-mode

<a href=“http://xx.xx/” ib=“http://yyy/yyy.htm”>
link</a>

browser and full browser
In the past, the i-mode-browser

Figure 2 Example of describing the ib attribute

cache was deleted when switching
from the i-mode browser to the full

when going back and forth between

improved by enhancing the functions

browser. Thus, when returning to

browsers without having to resort to

on the i-mode browser and enhancing

the i-mode browser, it was neces-

data communications. This opera-

the linkage between the i-mode browser

sary to obtain the content again by

tion is shown in Figure 3.

and full browser. Looking forward, we

data communications. To deal with
*3

this issue, a history operation has
been implemented for saving the

plan to make more functional enhance1.4 Current Issues and Future
Developments

cache after switching thereby

The use of browsers on mobile

enabling content to be displayed

terminals has been dramatically

ments to provide users with even
greater convenience.

*3 History operation: A function for saving
browser viewing history and for reviewing pages
from that history.
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Old history

New history
Switching to
full browser
by history-forward

i-mode browser

i-modeoriented
content

i-modeoriented
content

i-modeoriented
content

PCoriented
content

Full browser

PCoriented
content

PCoriented
content

Switching to
i-mode browser
by history-backward

Back

Forward

Figure 3 History-based shifting between i-mode browser and full browser

2. Enhanced Battery Level Indicator
2.1 Background
The battery level indicator in
mobile terminals has been using a
three-level icon still before the introduction of FOMA terminals. This indi-

Three-bar display Two-bar display One-bar display
(a) Three-level indicator (conventional)

cator has been upgraded in the 2009
summer models to provide up to 100
levels that can aid the user in making a
more informed decision on how best to

(b) Five-level indicator

use the mobile terminal given the
amount of battery power remaining.
In the conventional three-level battery icon (Figure 4 (a)), the display of

(c) 100-level indicator

three bars represents a higher battery

Figure 4 Examples of battery level indicators

level and therefore a longer usage peri-
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battery level indicator up to 100 levels.

od than the two-bar or one-bar displays.

tor has been upgraded to a more

But even in the case of the three-bar

detailed indicator ranging from a mini-

display, the user is left to estimate

mum of five levels (Fig. 4(b)) to a max-

whether the battery is near a fully

imum of 100 levels (Fig. 4(c)). In the

charged state or about to switch to the

conventional indicator, the percentage

In the conventional battery level

two-bar display. For users that worry

of battery power represented by each of

indicator function, the battery icon was

about reducing battery level and feel

the three bars was not uniform, but in

displayed in flashing mode during

compelled to reduce power consump-

the new specification, the total amount

charging. At this time, however, the

tion, this implementation of a battery

of battery power is divided equally

battery icon did not display the amount

level indicator tends to curtail the use of

among all levels. In other words, the

of remaining power, which meant that

services. Furthermore, when faced with

five-level indicator is divided into five

the user would either have to interrupt

no opportunity for charging such as

levels each representing 20% of battery

the charging to determine the battery

when going out from one’s home or

power, and the 100-level indicator is

level or simply wait for charging to

office, a three-bar display in the con-

divided into 100 levels each represent-

complete. The enhanced function, how-

ventional three-level battery icon makes

ing 1% of battery power. This equal

ever, displays the amount of remaining

it difficult to decide whether or not to

division of battery power enables the

power on the battery icon even during

charge up the terminal before going out.

user to determine the remaining amount

charging so that the user can determine

In any of the above cases, the user is

of battery power as it truly is. There’s

how far charging has progressed at any

left to make a decision, which is hardly

no longer any need for the user to infer

time. This should make it easier for the

desirable from the viewpoint of conve-

the imbalance in battery power indicat-

user to decide when to suspend charg-

nience and comfort. To eliminate this

ed by each bar based on personal expe-

ing when there’s not enough time for a

anxiety in using a terminal, the

rience.

full charge.

2.3 Battery Level Display during
Charging

enhanced battery level indicator

When using the conventional

informs the user of the remaining

method of measuring battery level from

amount of battery power in a more pre-

terminal voltage, it has been difficult to

cise manner. This provides the user

display battery level accurately even

Achieving a more precise battery

with an environment that makes it easy

when exceeding three levels as dis-

level indicator and enabling the display

to judge whether services should be

played values would tend to fluctuate

of remaining battery power during

used or whether it’s time for charging.

continuously. However, by using a ded-

charging have made the use of mobile

Moreover, to provide even more conve-

icated IC that can measure battery

terminals even more convenient for

nience, the battery level is also dis-

capacity or remaining power accurately

users. In future study, we plan to make

played during the charging process.

from the battery voltage and integrated

the display of battery-related informa-

value of charge-discharge current as in

tion even more convenient and comfort.

2.2 Precise Battery Level Indicator

battery level indicators on PCs, we have

The conventional three-level indica-

been able to achieve a high-accuracy

2.4 Current Issues and Future
Developments
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3. Terminal-settings One-step Backup Function
3.1 Background

transfer the values of commonly used

tings are stored in current mobile termi-

As mobile terminals become more

and normally time-consuming function

nals can differ from one terminal to

sophisticated, the number of function-

settings at the time of a terminal

another. Consequently, if such settings

related items that a user needs to set to

upgrade.

are simply output in the way that they

use a mobile terminal is increasing.

Specifically, this function combines

are stored, a correct transfer can only be

Such settings of various types have had

function-setting data set in the mobile

achieved between terminals of the same

to be manually input when changing

terminal with the data targeted for backup

models or between certain types of ter-

terminals, and this has been one factor

in the “user memory one-step backup”

minals. However, if the proposed func-

behind the anxiety that users have felt

function[1] developed for the 2007

tion is to have any value, it must be able

when upgrading to a new model. For

autumn/winter models. Thus, the user

to transfer terminal settings between

this reason, users have been calling for

only has to select “user memory one-

different models of terminals without

one-step transfer of time-consuming

step backup” from the menu to transfer

restriction. To this end, we established a

terminal function settings in the same

terminal function settings together with

format specification to be used in com-

way that phonebooks have been trans-

Personal Information Manager (PIM)

mon by different manufacturers. The

*4

data .

ferred when changing terminals.

backup and restoration of function-setting data in a mobile terminal using this

In response to this need, a “terminalsettings one-step backup function” has
been developed for 2009 summer models. This function makes it possible to

3.2 Data Format for Function

format is shown in Figure 5.

Settings Transfer
The manner in which function set-

A basic mechanism for describing
function settings has been specified in

DOCOPY, datalink software

Mobile terminal
Backup

Settings
DB
MO (tree structure)

/ (root)

Functionsetting
data
Restoration

microSD

<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”? >
<Result>
<CmdRef>ref</CmdRef>
<CmdID>id</CmdID>
<Item>
<Meta>
<Format xmlns=“syncml:metainf”>mode</Format>
</Meta>
<Source>
<LocURI>/OperatorX</LocURI>
</Source>
</Item>
・
・

Figure 5 Outline of backup and restoration of function-setting data in a mobile terminal

*4 PIM data: In this article, five types of data
(phonebook, bookmark, mail, schedule, textbased memo).
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*5

-

user data one-step backup function or

Device Management (DM) - Tree and

output and input via software such as

Open Mobile Alliance (OMA)
*6

*7

DOCOPY

*8

Restored Items

or DOCOMO keitai

To enable users to understand the

device management. A feature of this

datalink via USB communications.

outcome of a transfer when using this

standard is its hierarchical description

This approach takes into consideration

function to restore data that was previ-

of device settings using the Extensible

phone use by users who are familiar

ously backed up, a list of items that

Markup Language (XML) format. A

with mobile terminals and who have

were successfully restored will be dis-

function setting described in XML for-

many customized settings by the time

played on the mobile terminal’s screen.

mat is called a Management Object

they change terminals as well as phone

This list of successfully restored

(MO).

use by users who are unfamiliar with

items can be used to check whether cer-

mobile-terminal operations and feel that

tain function settings were correctly

making settings is always troublesome.

transferred. In addition, for data items

Description (TND) , a standard for

Taking into account the need for
function extendibility in the future, we

*9

have adopted the OMA-DM-TND

The reason for selecting these

having multiple records as in the history

description method in the newly devel-

input/output paths lies in the fact that

of calls made and received, the number

oped terminal-settings one-step backup

function-setting data can be restored

of records restored will be displayed.

function and have specified the descrip-

together with PIM data. For example, in

tion format for terminal settings target-

settings dealing with the accepting or

ed for backup.

rejecting of incoming calls correspond-

3.5 Current Issues and Future
Developments

In the 2009 summer models, data

ing to specific phone numbers, we con-

One issue to be taken up in future

targeted for backup consist of mail

sider the case in which the phone num-

study is the expansion of function set-

function settings, calling/receiving

bers specified as accept or reject by the

tings targeted for transfer. In the models

function settings, alarm function set-

user are inconsistent with the actual

presented here, the function settings tar-

tings, and text-input function settings.

phonebook in the mobile terminal. In

geted for transfer are mainly those com-

The data items in question are therefore

this case, an incoming call from a tele-

mon to all terminal manufacturers,

subject to MO specifications.

phone number specified as “accept” by

which represents a relatively small

At the time of backup, the function

the user may be rejected, or an incom-

number of items compared to all func-

outputs XML data that incorporates the

ing call from a telephone number speci-

tion settings in mobile terminals. To

values of user settings in conjunction

fied as “reject” by the user may be

make the use of mobile terminals even

with MO specifications, and at the time

accepted, which can present a major

more convenient for users, it is natural-

of data restoration, the function reads in

issue to the user. To prevent such issue,

ly desirable to extend function settings

those user settings from the XML data

specified telephone numbers are cross-

targeted for transfer to even items not

and reflects them in the mobile terminal

referenced with telephone numbers reg-

common to all manufacturers. At the

targeted for data transfer.

istered in the PIM phonebook just

same time, some type of mechanism is

before settings data and PIM data are

needed for informing the user in an

restored together. This prevents erro-

easy-to-understand manner about func-

neous settings from being made.

tion settings that cannot normally be

3.3 Input/output Paths of
Function-setting Data

transferred.

Function-setting data is output and

We also consider that part of this

input to and from a microSD by the

*5 OMA: An industry standardization organization that aims to standardize service and application technology and achieve interoperability
in mobile communications.
*6 OMA-DM: OMA standard specifications for
remote control of mobile devices.
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3.4 Display of Successfully

*7 OMA-DM-TND: OMA standard specifications for describing device information on
mobile terminals.
*8 DOCOPY: A terminal set up in NTT DOCOMO
shops for backup purposes. It can be used to
back up various kinds of data to a CD-ROM or

other media as well as to copy memory to a
terminal or use a service like iC Ohikkoshi.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 11 No. 3

terminal-settings one-step backup func-

a terminal should be lost. However, to

mands from a server with respect to

tion could be used to create a related

achieve such a service, it must be made

MOs created by this function to devel-

service. For example, the formatted

possible to backup and restore functions

op a service that remotely updates func-

data created by this function for trans-

settings without problem even if such

tion settings for users unfamiliar with

ferring function settings could be stored

backup data should become detached

terminal operations.

on a server by a “data storage service”

from PIM data. We can also envision

to ensure that backup data exists even if

the transmission of OMA-DM com-

4. Individual Charging Function for i-appli Content
4.1 Background

itself.

3) Charge Processing

A function for charging for individual content downloaded via the i-mode

content of acquired data.

4.2 Function Outline

Charge processing begins once the

browser (individual charging function)

The individual charging function

server that performs charge processing

has already been introduced, but it has

for i-appli content consists of the fol-

is informed that all data has been down-

not been possible to perform charge

lowing three processes (Figure 6).

loaded successfully. On completion, the

processing for individual content

1) Charge Preprocessing

server informs the mobile terminal that

obtained via i-appli communications

In this process, the function checks

charging has been completed. On

within the i-appli itself. That is, for

whether the data to be obtained can

receiving this notification of charge

cases when charge processing was

actually be subjected to charge process-

completion, the i-appli is now able to

required when using an i-appli, it has

ing correctly and performs authentica-

use the data in question as all charge-

been necessary to link to and start up

tion processing with respect to the user

related processing is completed.

the i-mode browser from the i-appli,

on the basis of an i-mode password. If

have the i-mode browser perform

no problems are encountered during

charge processing, and then return to

preprocessing, the function displays a

Individual Charging Func-

the i-appli. This has been inconvenient

screen asking whether the user would

tion for i-appli Content

for both users and CPs not only because

like data acquisition to begin.

it breaks up operations on the i-appli

2) Data Acquisition Processing

4.3 Examples of Using the

As described above, data desired by
a user and targeted for charge process-

but also because it is difficult to create a

Data acquisition begins if the user

ing can be obtained during the data

sense of uniformity in screen layout

so agrees. Considering that data

acquisition process described in step 2)

between the browser and i-appli. In

acquired via an i-appli is not restricted

above. However, another format can be

response to this issue, we developed a

to content with a specific format such

considered in which the individual

charging function for individual data

as a video file and may be of various

charging function is applied before any

communications performed by i-applis

types such as point-card and game

processing is performed by the i-appli.

to enable both content acquisition and

items, map data, etc., no processing is

For example, full music tracks that can-

charge processing within the i-appli

performed here that is dependent on the

not be obtained by the data acquisition

*9 DOCOMO keitai datalink: Software that
allows various types of mobile-terminal data to
be viewed and edited on a PC after connecting
the PC to the mobile terminal by USB cable.
The datalink logo is a registered trademark of
NTT DOCOMO.
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enables the user to download the
i-appli (mobile terminal) Charge processing server
(user)
group (NTT DOCOMO)

Download server
(CP)

image data for that item in the data
acquisition process and to be

Product-information
request

charged accordingly, or to make a

Product-information
response

settlement when advancing to the

(1) Charge preprocessing

next stage even if there is no need

i-mode password
authentication, etc.

to download specific data, all
without having to momentarily

i-mode password
authentication response,
etc.

stop the game.
This function could also be

(2) Data acquisition
processing
Data acquisition
request

Data acquisition
request

i-applis that currently collect

Data acquisition
response

Data acquisition
response

usage fees on a monthly basis.

applied to services provided via

This would enable charges to be
applied whenever the service is

(3) Charge processing
Notification of data
acquisition completed
Notification of
charging completed

used and therefore provide another
charging option that would proInter-server
charge processing

vide more convenience for users
and more business opportunities
for CPs.

Figure 6 Basic sequence of the individual charging function for i-appli content

4.4 Current Issues and Future
process, and then, once charge

use of games themselves could be tar-

processing is completed, obtains

The full-music-track downloading

geted for such a charging process, as

that music track by the full-music-

function was presented above as one

illustrated by the following examples.

track download function. In other

example of a function combined with

•

i-appli for full-music-track purchas-

words, charge processing and the

individual charge processing, but the

ing

acquisition of purchased music

capability of purchasing diverse content

For its 2009 summer models,

can be completed by a sequence of

from i-applis should increase the types

NTT DOCOMO has added a full-

processes in the same i-appli. Such

of content available from CPs. Devel-

music-track download function

a scheme would make possible the

opment work is progressing on facilitat-

together with the individual charg-

purchasing and downloading of

ing the download of large-capacity

ing function for i-appli use. With

music tracks from an i-appli that

i-motion video clips (maximum capaci-

these functions, an i-appli could be

introduces new music tracks or

ty: 10 MB) that are presently difficult to

created that treats a URL pointing

recommends existing ones.

access via i-applis due to limitations in

Use in game applications

the amount of memory and communi-

to a music track as a target of
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Developments

process, items within games, and the

•

charge processing and obtains that

When purchasing an item

cation resources that i-applis can use.

URL in the data acquisition

within a game, this function

There is also no need to restrict com-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 11 No. 3

bined functions to the downloading of

ity and therefore provide a more conve-

content-they can also be used to devel-

nient mobile service environment for

op i-applis with even greater functional-

both CPs and users while expanding

business opportunities.

5. Hybrid Speech Recognition Function
5.1 Background

results and that contribute to the issue

In general, the speech recognition

A speech recognition function with

of recognition errors. Thus, to achieve

process uses a language model based on

a large vocabulary is difficult to achieve

voice input in conformance with the

phoneme

using only the processing available

user’s personal information, it would be

referred to dictionary data to identify

on a mobile terminal. For this reason,

useful to supplement the common dic-

words or phrases. Thus, by combining

NTT DOCOMO developed a Distrib-

tionary with words that are registered in

this model with a model for identifying

func-

a user dictionary prepared for each user.

unknown words in the Back End (BE)

tion that links the mobile terminal with

Such a combined dictionary approach

portion of DSR, it becomes possible to

a server and introduced it for i-appli use

should improve recognition accuracy

return information on unknown words

beginning with the FOMA 905i series.

for each user.

in recognition results. Time information

*10

uted Speech Recognition (DSR)

*12

sequences that can be

This function has found use, for exam-

With this in mind, a “hybrid speech

on each phrase (elapsed time from the

ple, in a Japanese-English translation

recognition function” has been devel-

beginning of an utterance) can also be

i-appli for travelers [2]. In addition, the

oped for the 2009 summer models with

obtained in the DSR BE and returned to

Raku-Raku Phone series beginning

the aim of providing speech recognition

the mobile terminal with recognition

with Raku-Raku Premium provide a

services appropriate for each user. This

results.

“voice input mail” service based on the

function incorporates a sub-function for

After receiving the recognition

FOMA 905i mechanism to enable users

extracting unknown words in the serv-

results from the DSR BE, the mobile

to input text by voice when composing

er-side recognition engine and interacts

terminal examines the unknown-words

e-mails.

with Local Speech Recognition (LSR)

information and phrase-time informa-

However, the DSR service uses a

in the mobile terminal to recognize

tion included in those results. It then

common recognition dictionary on the

unknown words using a user dictionary.

extracts speech features in the voice
interval corresponding to the unknown

server, and as such, it cannot necessarily realize optimal speech recognition
for the individual user. In particular, it

5.2 Recognition of Unknown
Words

words and passes them to the LSR BE
that incorporates an unknown-words

is difficult for a common recognition

The key feature of hybrid speech

dictionary to register proper nouns such

recognition is the combined use of DSR

The recognition dictionary used by

as personal names which, in Japanese,

and LSR speech recognition processing

the LSR BE can be prepared from the

often have special readings. Such prop-

so that recognition of speech judged to

phonebook and sent/received e-mail in

er nouns become unknown words that

be unknown by DSR can be recognized

the mobile terminal making it unneces-

cannot be included in recognition

by LSR.

sary for the user to create a dictionary

*11

*10 DSR: A speech recognition scheme in which
the mobile terminal performs feature extraction
from input speech and the server performs
recognition and conversion processing from
those speech features.
*11 Unknown words: In this article, words not

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 11 No. 3

included in speech recognition dictionaries,
proper nouns in particular.

dictionary within the mobile terminal.

*12 Phoneme: A minimal unit of sound used to
discriminate meaning in a given language.
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by manual input. Recognition dictionar-

begun, and the receiving of voice input

(Fig. 7(6)). The recognition results from

ies may also be switched according to

from the microphone begins (Fig. 7

LSR BE are then returned to the recog-

the upper-level application enabling the

(2)). Next, FE converts speech input

nition results processing section in the

most suitable dictionary to be used for

from the microphone to speech features

same way as the results from DSR BE

the current application.

(Fig. 7(3)) and the speech recognition

(Fig. 7 (7)). Finally, the recognition

control section forwards these speech

results processing section compares the

features to DSR BE by controlling the

results from DSR BE with those from

communications module (Fig. 7 (4)).

LSR BE, deletes any duplicate candi-

Taking voice input including

The speech recognition control section

dates in recognition results, adjusts the

unknown words as an example, the

then receives the results of recognition

display sequence taking the candidates

basic flow of voice-input processing

from DSR BE, and the recognition

from LSR BE as top candidates in the

using hybrid speech recognition is

results processing section checks to see

priority given, and passes the final

shown in Figure 7.

whether unknown words are included

results to the upper-level application

An upper-level application that uses

in those results (Fig. 7 (5)). In the event

(Fig. 7 (8)).

voice input activates the voice-input

that unknown words are included in the

function and speech recognition begins

recognition results received from DSR

(Fig. 7 (1)). The speech recognition

BE, the speech features corresponding

control section then notifies the Front

to the unknown-words are passed to

To deal with words specific to

End (FE) that speech recognition has

LSR BE for recognition processing

individual users that cannot be easily

5.3 Flow of Speech Recognition
Processing

5.4 Current Issues and Future
Developments

Upper-level application
Results
これから ドコモ
displayed

(1) Begin
recognition

ショップに行きます

(8) Pass results
LSR BE recognition
results:
ドコモ

(unknown word)

これからどこも
しょっぷに
いきます

DSR BE recognition results:
どこの
これから
ショップに行きます
（未知語）

Recognition results
processing section
Speech features
extraction section

Noise filter

Microphone

(2) Speech

Dictionary

(7) Unknownwords
recognition
results

(6) Speech
features
for unknownwords

Switch according
to application
User dictionary

Recognition
engine

Acoustic model
Language model

LSR BE

(5) Recognition
results

(3) Speech features

Large-vocabulary
dictionary

(4) Speech
features
FE

Recognition
engine

Communications
module
Network

Acoustic model

Language model

Speech recognition control section
DSR BE

Mobile terminal

Server
* This is provided only in Japanese at present.

Figure 7 Hybrid speech recognition function
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recognized by a common recognition

present to the user the recognition can-

vide users with even greater conve-

dictionary on a server, the common dic-

didates for the intended word.

nience.

tionary is linked with a user dictionary

In future research, we will work to

on the mobile terminal. This joint use of

improve recognition accuracy further
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